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In his paper [4], Matijevic generalized the Krull-Akizuki theorem on the
intermediate rings between a noetherian domain of Krull dimension one and
its quotient field to the case of general noetherian rings, using the notion of the
global transform of a noetherian ring. The aim of this paper is to give some interesting properties of the global transforms of noetherian rings. For a noetherian
ring A, the global transform A9 is the set { x e Q ( A ) ; xeA or dim(A/(A: x)) = 0},
where Q(A) is the total quotient ring of A. Now A9 coincides with the #divisorial envelope of A in Q(/4), where ^ is the Serre subcategory of Mod (A)
consisting of all v4-modules M such that Supp (M) c Max (X) (for ^-divisorial
envelope, see [2]). On the other hand, a ^-divisorial module M is characterized
by Ext\(N, M) = 0 for every object N in <g. In other words, the relation between
A9 and A depends deeply on the set {depth(A m ); m e Max04)}. Among our
results in this paper, we shall show that the canonical homomorphism A-*A9
is a flat epimorphism for any noetherian normal domain A, and also that the global
transform of A9 is A9 itself if A is reduced. Finally we give an example which
shows that the Corollary to the Theorem in [4] is not true if we drop the assumption of reducedness of A.
Throughout this paper, all rings are commutative with unit. We use the
following notations: for a ring A,
Max (A) = the set of all maximal ideals in A,
z(A) = ihe set of all zero divisor of A,
(A: x) = {a e A axe A}, where x is any element of Q(A).
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a noetherian ring. Then the following statements hold;
a) // dim (A) < 1, then A9 = Q(A).
b) S~1(Aβ)^(S~ίA)β holds for any multiplίcatively closed subset S of A.
c) Suppose that /ιί(p)<l for any associated prime ideal p in A. Let S
Λ
1
be a multiplicatively closed subset of A such that Max (S~M)^( /)~ (Max(^4)),
where ai is the morphism of Spec(S~M) to Spec (4) defined by the canonical
homomorphism i of A to S~1A. Then S~ί(A9) = (S~1A)9. In particular,
9
9
(A )m = (Am) for any maximal ideal m in A.
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PROOF, a) Let a/s be any element of Q(A), where a e A, seA — z(A).
We may assume that s is a non-unit. Hence dim(v4/s,4) = 0; this implies that
a/s is an element of Aβ because (A: a/s)^sA.
b) This follows easily from the relation S"l Q(A) c Q(S~1 A).
c) We have S"16(Λ) = Q(S~M) by the remark (2) given after the proof.
Let x/s be any element of (S~~1A)β, where x e Q(A), seS. We may assume that
(A:x)^A. Let (A: x) = qχ n ••• Π qm be a primary decomposition of (A: x).
Then (S"M:x/s) = S"1q1 n ••• ΓlS"^. Since x/s is an element of (S"M)»,
we may assume that S"1^!,..., S-1^/qr are maximal in 5~M and that S~ 1 q r+1
= ... = S~1qm = S~ίA. By our assumption, ^q^ is maximal in A for i<r. Let
t be an element of S n q r +ι n ••• Π qm. Then q x n ••• Π qr^(^4: ίx). Therefore
tx e A*. Thus x/s = tx/ts is an element of S~l(A*).
REMARK. (1) If A is a Hubert ring, then the multiplicatively closed subset
{1, s, s2,...} of A satisfies the assumption of c).
(2) Let A be a noetherian ring. Then it is easy to see that S~ίQ(A) =
Q(S~1A) holds for any multiplicatively closed subset S of A if and only if ht(p) < 1
for any associated prime ideal p in A.
Assume that A is a local ring and Q(A) is ,4-injective. Then A9 is the #divisorial envelope of A, where ^ is the Serre subcategory of Mod (A) consisting
of all ^-modules M such that Supp (M) c Max (A). Therefore A9 = Aif and only
if Ext^(N, 4) = 0 for every object N in #, i.e., depth (A) = 1. In general, weh ave
the following:
PROPOSITION 2. Lei A be a noetherian ring. Then the following statements are equivalent:
a) A* = A.
b) depth(/lm)^ 1 /or any maximal ideal m in v4.
g

9

PROOF. Suppose that A ^A. Let α/b be an element of A —A, where
a e X, be A — z(A). Since dim (A/(bA: a)) = 0, m = ((fe^4: α): c) = (bA: ac) is maximal in A for some ceA. Then we have depth(A m ) = 1. Conversely suppose that
depth (Am) = l for some maximal ideal m in A. Then m — (bA: a) for some be A
— z(A) and a e A hence a/b εAg — A. Therefore Aβ^A.
COROLLARY. Let A be a noetherian normal domain. Then the following
statements hold:
a) A9 = A if and only if there exists no height one maximal ideal in A.
b) The canonical homomorphism A-+A9 is aflat epimorphism.
c) If the class group of A is a torsion group, then A9 is a localization of A.
PROOF,

a) This follows immediately from Prop. 2.
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b) Let m be any maximal ideal in A. If Λί(τn)=l, then (Aβ)m = (Am)0 =
Q(A). If Λί(m)>2, then (A')n = (An) = An by Prop. 2. Therefore AU->(A )U
is a flat epimorphism; hence. so is A^A9.
c) This follows from Cor. 4.4 in [3].
REMARK. Let A = k[X2, XY9 Y2, X*, X2Y, XY29 73] be a subring of
the polynomial ring k[X, 7], where k is a field. We see easily that A-+Ag =
k[X, 7] is neither an epimorphism nor a flat homomorphism from Prop. 1.7 in
[3] and Prop. 2 in [5].
PROPOSITION 3. Let A^B be noetherian rings. Then the following statements hold:
a) Suppose Q(A)^Q(B). If B is integral over A, then A0^B0.
b) Suppose B^Q(A). If the going down theorem holds for A^B, then
c) Suppose B^A0.
ideal in A, then Bg^A0.

If every maximal ideal in B contracts to a maximal

PROOF, a) Let x be any element of A0. Since we have (A: x)2α for some
ideal α in A such that dim(A/α) = 0, (B: x)^(A: x)B^aB. Hence x is an element
of Bβ because dim (B/α#) = 0 by our assumption.
b) Let m be a maximal ideal in A and let n be a prime ideal in B such that
m = n n B . We see easily that ht(ti)<ht(rri) holds by our assumption B^Q(A).
Since the going down theorem holds for A^B, ht(n)>ht(m). Therefore ht(n)
= /ιί(m); this implies that n is maximal in B. Hence b) can be proved similarly
as a).
c) Let x be any element of Bg\ then (B: x)^nl •• nr for some maximal
ideals ttj,..., τtr in B. Set m^ttf n A. By our assumption, n^ is maximal in A.
Let x !,..., xn generate m 1 ? ..., mr. Since x f x is an element of B c Aβ, (A : xf x)
^IΓ/=ιmi./ f°Γ some maximal ideals m fl ,..., /r(ί) in A. Then we see that
(4 : x) 2 nti mr Πi j ™ij- Therefore x ε A0. Thus B0^A0.
REMARK. (1) Even if A^B^Q(A), the relation A0^B0 does not always
hold. In fact, let A = k[X2, XY, Y2, X 3 , X2Y, XY2, 73] and let B = A[_X/Y^
where k is a field and X9 7 are indeterminates. Let m=(X2, XY, Y2, X3, X2Y,
XY2,Y3)A and let n = (X/Y, X2, XY, Y2, X3, X2Y, XY2, 73)J5. For any
positive integer n, (Bn: Y)&(X/Y)n.
Hence 7 is not contained in (Bn)β. Therefore (Am)0$ (Bn)0.
(2) Let A be a noetherian domain. If A is a universally catenarian and if
A has no height one maximal ideal, then A0 is integral over A. In fact, ht(ty n A)
= 1 for any height one prime ideal <p in A, where A is the derived normal ring
of 4; hence A0^ Γ\ A
£ r\ A =Ά. Therefore A0 is integral over A.
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PROPOSITION 4. Lei A be a noetherian ring. Then the following statements hold:
a) 7/501 is a maximal ideal in Aβ such that Wi<^z(Aβ\ then Wl ft A is
maximal in A.
b) If A is reduced, we have (A9)β = Aβ.
PROOF. Since m = 9Jί n A^z(A) by our assumption, m contains a non zero
divisor x. From the Theorem in [4] it follows that A9/xAβ is a finite A/xAmodule. Therefore m is maximal in A.
b) Tf every maximal ideal in A9 is not an element of Ass (A9), then (A9)9 = A9
holds by the assertion c) of Prop. 3. (Note that A9 is noetherian by the Corollary in [4]). Let m 1 ,...,m r be the height zero maximal ideals in A9 and let
Pi,..., Pt be the minimal prime ideals which are not maximal. By the Chinese
Remainder Theorem, we have A9~A9/ml x ••• x A9/mr x Aβ/pί n ••• Π p f . Set
q^piΠA for i = l,..., t. We see easily that A9/p1 Γi ••• Γ\pt = (A/c\l Γi ••• Π q,)*
Since A9/pί n ••'• Π p, has not a height zero maximal ideal, (A9/pί n ••• Π pf)^
= A'lpί n
n p r Therefore (A9)9^(A9/m1)9 x ••• x(A9/mr)9 x ( A 9 / p ί n ••• n p,)*
9
~A /mlx~ xA9/mrxA9/Vι n ••• np,^Λ». Thus (A9)9 = A9.
PROPOSITIONS. Let A be a noetherian ring. Suppose that depth (Am)
>1 for any maximal ideal m in A. Then the following statements hold:
a) ^^liπjHom^α, A), where α runs over all ideals such that dim(^4/α)
= 0.
b)
PROOF, a) Let α be an ideal in A such that dim (v4/α) = 0. Since α contains
a non zero divisor, α" 1 c±Homx(o, A) holds. Therefore A9= U α" 1 ^lirηHom^α,
A), where α runs over all ideals in A such that dim(,4/α) = 0.
b) Every maximal ideal in A(X) is of the form mA(X) for some maximal
ideal m in A. Therefore (A(X))9~ lirg HomA(X}(aA(X), A(X)), where α runs
over all ideals in A such that dim(/l/α) = 0. Since A(X) is flat over A, HomAm
(aA(X), A(X))~HomA(a, A)®AA(X) by Prop. 11 in [1], Chap. I, §2. Thus
The following proposition is a generalization of the Corollary in [4].
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a reduced ring. If Q(A) and A/xA for any non
zero divisor x are noetherian, then A is noetherian.
PROOF. Since Q(A) is noetherian, the number of minimal prime ideals in
A is finite. Let p l s ..., pn be the minimal prime ideals in A. Set B = A/pί x ••• x
A/pn. Since A is reduced, A is contained in B. Let a/Pi be any non zero ideal
in A/Pi and let x be an element of α — p λ U ••• U pπ. By our assumption, A/xA
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is noetherian. Therefore α is finitely generated. Hence v4/pf is noetherian and
so is B. Thus by Eakin-Nagata's theorem, A is noetherian.
REMARK. The following example A shows that the reducedness of A in
the above Prop. 6 is essential. Let k be a field and let X, Y be indeterminates.
2
We put BQ = klX, YlB = klX, Y, Y/X, 7/* ,...], B, = klX, 7, 1/X], A0 = B0/
2
2
2
2
7 J30, A = B / ( Y B l ( ] B ) and A1=Bί/Y B1. Let us denote X and 7 mod Y B0
by x and y respectively. Since Q(A0) = k[x, y]yk[X^ — Q(Al)9 we have Q(A)
β
= /c[x, ylykixy], hence Q(A) is noetherian. We have (A0) = Q(A0) by the assertion a) of Prop. 1. Therefore A/xA is noetherian for any non zero divisor x in
2
A by the Theorem in [4]. Set n = XB/(Y Bί n B) and set j: A^An the canonical homomorphism. As is easily seen, j(y) is not zero in (A})n. Since n"An
for any n, nMn^{0}. This implies that A is not noetherian.
Appendix
9

Matijevic has proved that A is noetherian if A is a reduced noetherian ring,
and he has given a noetherian ring A such that Ag is not noetherian. We
here give another example which is simpler than Matijevic's. To show this,
we introduce the notion of the global transform of an arbitrary ring as follows: Let A be a ring; then the global transform of A is the set Aβ = {xe
Q(A)\ length (A/(A: x))<oo}. It is easy to see that A9 is a subring of Q(A).
The following proposition is corresponding one to Prop. 2 in the non-noetherian
case. This can be proved by the same arguments as in the proof of Prop. 2.
PROPOSITION. Let A be a ring. Then the following statements are equivalent:
a) A* = A.
b) A has no maximal ideal of the form (uA: a), where ueA — z(A) and
aεA.
Now we give our desired example. Let k be a field, and let X, Y and Z be
indeterminates. We put C = fc[X, 7, Z, !/*]/( 7Z, Z2). Let x, y and z be the
images of X, Y and Z in C respectively. Moreover we put A = k\_x, y, z/x],
B = k[x, y, z/x, z/x2,...], m = (x, y, z/x)A and n = (x, y, z/x, z/x2,...)β. Since
jB/xB^/c[7], x, y is a J9m = #n -regular sequence. On the other hand y, x is not
a Bm-regular sequence. Therefore Bm is not noetherian. (Am)0^Bm holds by
the fact that ^/(yl: z/x ί ) = tn for any positive integer t. By the same proof as
those of a) and c) of Prop. 3 we see that (Am)β = (Bm)9 because Bm is integral over
Am. Every regular element of n is of the form f=xnv(x) + yc + (z/xr)d, where
ι;(x)e/c[x] such that ι<0)^0 and c, d e B. Since z/x m = (z/xπ+m)(xπt;(x) +<yc
+ (z/xr)d)(l/φc)) holds for every positive integer m in J3m, BJ(fB^~(k[X,
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y]/(F))(X>y) for some element F of k[X, Y]. Therefore nBm is not of the form
β
(uBm: 0), where ueBm — z(Bm) and aeBm; this implies that (Bm) = Bm by the above
e
β
Prop.. Hence (Am) = Bm. Thus (Am) is not noetherian.
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